.Fall/Winter Edition: 2021
Featured in this issue of
Flash Point:
- LFA extends appreciation to District
voters for supporting the May Levy.
- The ‘Parts and Pieces’ of LFA and
their value to the district’s patrons.
- The history of the Walton Rural Fire
Protection District.
- Outdoor Burn Regulations for
2021/22.

From Chief Dale Borland
Welcome to the Fall-Winter
edition of Flash point.
I
would like to use this
opportunity to sincerely thank
the voters in Lane Fire
Authority for their support of
the May 2021 five-year
operating levy.
With the
approved additional funding, effective July 1,
we have been able to add greater depth to the
responding crews out of our main stations
located in
Veneta
and the
Irving
Neighborhood. The levy has ensured a staffed
twenty-four hour a day, seven-day a week
response to emergency calls.
The main feature of this edition of
Flash Point is an overview of the fire district –
our “parts and pieces:” how we are using the
funds we are receiving, and the value of the
services we deliver.
Because the parts and pieces of Lane
Fire Authority are made up of people, we’ve
included some of their personal perspectives as
they’ve grown within the fire service and
served within specific areas. Many have
written about the function and operation of
their particular responsibilities and have
included their personal experiences as
firefighters.
The emergency calls we go on
occasionally lead us to working with social
services agencies found within our fire district.
Two of these agencies are Mid Lane Cares,
housed in Veneta’s Senior Center and Orchid
Health Fern Ridge Clinic, located adjacent to
Elmira High School. Guest articles written by
Pat Coy and Bob Colabianchi discuss the Mid
Lane Cares and Orchid Health programs and
their impact on the greater community.
Following these articles we’ve included a
lengthy list of social services that are available
to residents both in and out of Lane Fire
Authority and Santa Clara Fire Districts.
Other articles in this issue relate to
automatic gates restricting access to residences,
another chapter in the series of articles on the
history of Lane Fire Authority, information
related to burning yard debris, including who
can and cannot burn, and on the back page of
the newsletter, a copy of our burn permit for
those allowed to have backyard burns. We
hope you find this edition of Flash Point
informative.

The Parts and Pieces of
Lane Fire Authority
Who We Are and How We
Deliver Value to the Residents of
Our Fire District
In May of 2021, a
majority of the tax
payers in Lane Fire
Authority approved
a five-year operating
levy, enabling us to
have a twenty-four
hour, seven-day-a-week Lieutenant and an
Engineer (qualified apparatus operator) at our
two main stations, one located in Veneta, the
other just off of Prairie Road, next to the Irving
Neighborhood.
We wanted to take this
opportunity to present to the residents of Lane
Fire Authority and Santa Clara Fire Districts an
overview of the fire district – its “parts and
pieces” and how they are of direct value.

Our Demographics
Personnel: Lane
Fire Authority is
best described as a
“combination”
department, made
up of a nearly
equal number of paid and volunteer staff. As
of September 2021, Lane Fire Authority had a
total of seventy-seven members, about 25%
female and 75% male. A fall recruit-academy
class has an enrollment of nine, who are
currently undergoing training, plus one
retired firefighter who is transitioning into
Lane Fire Authority.

The Division of our Budgeted
Expenditures
Our division of expenditures for
the 2021-22 fiscal year is similar
to many agencies and businesses
our size: Seventy percent of our
budget goes toward “personal
services,” including wages and benefits plus
insurance, workers compensation, and other
direct personnel costs related for both LFA’s
paid and volunteer staff. Eighteen percent of
our budget goes toward materials and services
ranging from expenses related to training,
maintaining our equipment, supplies for
everything from our medic units to electronics
maintenance (computers, tablets used in
responding units, accesses to wifi, etc.) and
maintaining our fleet of vehicles. Another 6%
of our budget goes toward the purchase of
equipment. The balance goes toward paying off
any debt and maintaining a contingency fund to
cover unexpected expenses.
To review Lane Fire Authority’s budget
for 2021-22 please go to www.lanefire.org. On

the home screen, select the heading How We
Are Funded. You will then have a choice of
budgets from which to select: Lane Fire
Authority Budget Message and 2021-2022
Budget with Levy or Santa Clara Fire Budget
Message and 2021-2022 Budget.

The Basic Components of
Lane Fire Authority
-The Role Each Plays in Delivering
Quality Emergency
ServicesChief Officers: The Fire Chief
and Assistant Fire Chief are collectively
responsible for the overall operation of the fire
department. Under them are captains who have
management duties related to both specific and
general areas, followed by lieutenants who
provide leadership and training for our
firefighters.

Administrative Team/
Office Staff: Executive
Assistant & Business Manager: The
Executive Assistant manages LFA’s is located
at the Veneta Station. She interacts with the
public and is the secretary for LFA and Santa
Clara’s Boards of Directors. The Business
Manager, also housed at the Veneta Station, is
responsible for managing the department’s
budget, handling payroll and other fiscal
responsibilities.

Training: Is responsible
for training Firefighters and
EMS
responders
and
maintaining readiness for all
manner of emergency and non-emergency
calls. In addition, the Training Department is
responsible for ensuring that all Firefighters
and EMS responders are appropriately
licensed.

EMS Services: Is responsible
for
delivering
quality
Emergency Medical Services
ranging from medical supplies
to proper equipment. Over the years medical
equipment has become prohibitively expensive.
Type III Ambulance (what we are currently
using: our E-Series Van chassis ambulances
now cost over $160,000; Zoll Cardiac Monitors
are $36,000; Lucas Automated CPR Machine $16,000; back-saving Stairchair - $8000;
powered cots - $20,000; cot loaders into the
ambulance -- $22,000; Glidescope to help
provide an airway (Video Intubation) $11,000; Suction Unit for clearing airways $1100; medical supplies (soft goods, splints,
backboards, medications, spare cables, IV
supplies, oxygen equipment, etc.) - $30,000$40,000 (most likely a low estimate)

EMS Physician Advisor: All
members of Lane Fire Authority
who are licensed medical responders
operate under a Physician Advisor, who
authorizes the responder to provide medical
services as prescribed by a set of protocols
related to their scope of practice as an EMR,
EMT or Paramedic.

Maintenance: is responsible
for maintaining our fleet of
vehicles and a wide range of
equipment (saws, fans, pumps, tools, etc.).
They also maintain our sixteen stations.

Logistics: is responsible for

functioning unit. For example a Medic Unit
(ambulance) or a piece of fire apparatus
successfully arrives at an emergency scene
because it is well maintained and stocked with
the needed medicine, supplies and equipment.
Operations ensures that our apparatus are
staffed by well trained personnel able to carry
out duties safely, skillfully and effectively,
resulting in an incident successfully and
properly resolved.

Media: The media
specialist for Lane Fire
Authority is a retired
LFA fire captain who
manages the publication of Flash Point, the
districtwide semi-annual newsletter and Nozzle
News, an internal monthly newsletter for the
members of Lane Fire Authority and the
Boards of Directors. The media specialist also
manages Lane Fire Authority’s photo and
video library and produces an annual video
review of significant events and achievements
made by the fire district and its members.

Public Education:
promotes fire safety and
medical
preparedness
through CPR classes, inschool programs and provides support and
medical services at community and charitable
events.

Volunteer
Recruitment
and Retention:

ordering and maintaining all of
the clothing and equipment used
by our firefighters and medical
responders.
This
includes
firefighter breathing apparatus (masks,
regulators, air bottles), fire protective turnout
gear, and medical masks. Logistics also
conducts fit testing to make sure that fire and
EMS personnel have protective masks that fit
and are protective. They also order uniforms
and related clothing.

is responsible for
advertising and recruiting new members and
developing programs that directly contribute to
the stability of the membership.

Fire Marshal: has the primary

and 115 (Irving/Prairie Road) are staffed
twenty-four hours a day, seven
days a week by a paid Lieutenant
and a paid Engineer (driver
qualified to operate a fire
apparatus). We also have two
staffed twenty-four hour, sevenday-a-week ambulance (Medic unit) crews
housed at our Irving and Franklin stations, and
a five-day-a-week daytime ambulance (medic)
crew located at the Veneta station. Additional
response staffing at the Irving and Veneta
stations is provided by “shift volunteers.”

responsibility for enforcing and
educating business owners and
residents concerning fire codes
related to public safety and
adequate access for fire and EMS apparatus.
While code enforcement may at times appear
to be a burden, every code has come about
because of an incident related to preventable
injury and death. Codes are directly related to
the safety of the public.

Grant Writing: Lane
Fire Authority frequently
applies for grants from
federal, state, and private agencies for funding
equipment and training related to emergency
response, firefighter safety, and public
education. LFA has been awarded a number of
significant grants that have enabled the
department to purchase response apparatus,
firefighter protective gear, and pandemic
supplies. Each of these grant awards has saved
our tax payers countless dollars.

Operations: is the day-today “service delivery” we
provide the residents of our
district and those who are
passing through. “Operations” is the umbrella
term used to describe all of the pieces of Lane
Fire Authority coming together as a

Our
Responders
Shifts - Paid Staff: Stations 101 (Veneta)

Volunteers doing shifts are comprised of
both individuals who live out of
Lane Fire Authority’s district and
those who live within the district.
All volunteers are required to
work on shifts while they are in
their probationary period, and
must complete one year of working on a shift.

Non-shift neighborhood volunteers:
Volunteers who live in district and have
completed their responsibilities as probationary
firefighters and have worked on an
assigned shift for one year may
respond from home or occasionally
work a shift by filling in when
needed. Today we have about

twelve neighborhood volunteers who respond
from home.

The Human Side of Lane
Fire Authority’s Parts and
Pieces
While a general description of the structure of
Lane Fire Authority is helpful, it leaves out an
essential ingredient – the human side, the
people who play essential roles, professionally
and personally, delivering emergency services
to those in need. Below are a series of articles
written by a number of our officers and
firefighters describing the work they do within
one or several of the “parts and pieces” of Lane
Fire Authority. A number of our writers also
talk about how they entered the fire service and
the changes they’ve seen and experienced over
the years - particularly the changes within the
ranks of volunteer firefighters.

Training - The Jack-ofAll-Trades
By Capt. Rose Douglass
There is a well-known saying
that goes something like “A
jack-of-all-trades is a master of
none.” Or, as I used to say,
“I’m GOOD at a lot of things, but not GREAT
at anything.” I often pondered this trait that I
saw in myself and wondered what it meant for
me in my future career. Then I found the fire
service.
I fell in love with the fire service when
I was sixteen years old and began volunteering
one year later. The best way to explain my
feelings is to say that being at the fire station
felt like coming home. Seventeen years later I
found myself in charge of the training division
for Lane Fire Authority, wondering how to
develop a training program for the “jack-of-all
trades.” You see, firefighters are expected to be
good at a multitude of things. Firefighters must
have knowledge of chemistry and fire behavior
including how fire develops, progresses, and
changes in different compartments. They must
understand how to do mathematical
calculations for hydraulics and angles. In
addition, they must know how to push their
bodies physically to drag hoses, lift tools, and
rescue people; and must know how to do this in
hot, dangerous environments with limited
visibility. The firefighter must understand wind
patterns, topography, and types of fuel for
wildland fires. Firefighters must know how
vehicles are constructed in order to bend,
crush, and manipulate them to disentangle
victims. Firefighters must be proficient at basic
life support, and for many, advanced life
support. That means knowing anatomy and
physiology, pharmacology, obstetrics, trauma
care, cardiac care, and the list goes on. Most
importantly, they must also possess the
personal skill to take their gloves off, place a
hand
on
someone’s
shoulder,
and
compassionately give that person the worst
news of their life: that a loved one has died.
Developing a program that teaches all
of this is challenging. Choosing a path to be a
firefighter, either career or volunteer, is not an
easy one. If you were to venture into Lane Fire
Authority’s engine bay on Sunday morning at
6:45 a.m., you would see a group of eager and
dedicated recruits lined up in rows, ready to
begin a grueling 11-hour recruit academy day.
Their training does not begin that morning.

They have spent the entire previous week
studying the fire training manual, watching
pre-recorded online lectures, taking quizzes
and tests, and participating in discussion
groups. Successful completion of the online
work allows them the opportunity to stand in
those lines on Sunday, to turn that book
knowledge into hands on skills. The training
day starts out with an hour of physical
conditioning, followed by an hour of practice
to ensure they can get their personal protective
equipment on in under sixty seconds. After a
brief break they begin solidifying knowledge
and practicing the skills portions of the
chapters they have been reading, including
everything from how buildings are constructed
to fire hose deployment, dressing hydrants,
throwing ladders, setting up traffic cones and
performing CPR. The online learning and
Sunday skills sessions last for 14 weeks. In that
time, the recruit will also attend classes for four
full weekends, and at the end of training, must
demonstrate the knowledge and skills they
have gained by taking a written test and
through a skills evaluation. Astoundingly, the
majority of recruits balance these requirements
with full or part time jobs and/or full or part
time school.
Sometimes the community will ask how
they can tell the difference between our
volunteers and our career staff. The answer is
“you can’t.” They are all doing the same job.
The community expects a particular level of
service from our team. The Lane Fire Authority
website includes the Vision Statement, “We
strive to provide the highest level of services
that improve the quality of life, health, and
safety of all we meet.” I integrate this vision in
my work developing and sustaining the training
division, and whole heartedly believe that we
accomplish that vision by developing well
trained firefighters. Firefighter training does
not stop after 14 weeks of recruit academy.
They continue to train two to four hours
weekly, honing their basic skills and learning
advanced skills. Those who wish to advance
and become engineers, officers, and instructors
attend additional classes both at Lane Fire
Authority and with other classes provided
throughout the state. While Lane Fire
Authority requires a minimum number of
annual hours of training per year to continue
being a member of the department, most
members exceed those requirements with some
completing well over a hundred hours of
training per year.
After seventeen years in a career field
that requires such a wide breadth of knowledge
and skills, I felt that being a jack-of-all-trades
meant I was somehow lacking by not being an
expert at any one thing. What I discovered was
that the well-known saying had been cut short
and originally stated, “A jack of all trades is a
master of none, but oftentimes better than a
master of one.” I was wrong, being GOOD at a
lot of things does not mean one is not GREAT
at anything, it means they are GREAT at being
a public servant.

LFA Maintenance,
Logistics and Facilities
By Capt. Barry Nelson
Lane
Fire
Authority’s
Maintenance Department is
made up of three separate areas, Maintenance,
Logistics and Facilities. Basically, if we boil it
down, we provide support to the firefighters
and EMT’s so they can do their jobs by
providing them with working equipment,

supplies, fuel, and on-site repairs with service
trucks if needed. We also provide station
upkeep such as painting, roof repairs, lighting
and anything else that would be needed when
maintaining a building.
Maintenance Department: This department
provides vehicle repairs, tire service, brake
services, battery replacement, lights, and
electrical repairs. We also shuttle apparatus to
replace vehicles that need to go in for more
complex repairs at a larger shop. Trouble
shooting is a large part of what we do on a dayto-day basis. Currently we have nearly 90
pieces of apparatus in our fleet so at least one
of them is going to have some sort of problem.
This statement might sound a little odd but
most of them have their own personality, so
you may see the same problem again in the
future. Some of these fleet vehicles such as
frontline ambulances and fire engines run 24/7,
all year long.
Logistics Department: This department
functions to take care of firefighter & EMS
gear. This is where our fire turnouts are issued
and returned to be cleaned and repaired. Some
of the other functions include purchasing and
issuing firehose, nozzles, ladders and other
equipment carried on a fire engine. Repair and
cleaning those items are also accomplished by
this department. Our self-contained breathing
apparatus are tested, cleaned, and issued so
they are safe for use when entering a burning
house.
Facilities
Department:
The
facilities
department takes care of 16 fire stations.
Routine duties are mowing grass, weed
whacking, keeping the parking lots free of dirt,
and striped, painting, plumbing repairs,
changing furnace filters, replacing lights,
purchasing, maintaining and repairing paging
systems; conducting roof and door repairs and
anything you would do on your own home to
keep everything in good repair.
A Little About Myself: My name is Barry
Nelson and I am a Staff Captain with the
department. I have been in the fire service
approximately
35
years
as
a
Firefighter/Paramedic. I like helping people,
enjoy the support aspect of the job I’m doing
and have seen many changes during my career.
I am fortunate to have a great maintenance
team to carry out the duties required. Lane Fire
Authority’s Maintenance Team consists of
Kristin Peterson, Taylor Wilson, and Danny
Koffler, who round out the team and provide
the support to all the departments that I’ve
mentioned above.

Recruitment and
Retention
By Mark Boren,
Recruitment/Retention
Coordinator
Lane Fire Authority is fortunate enough
to
have
a
dedicated
Volunteer
Recruitment/Retention Coordinator. In most
fire agencies, this duty falls to the Training
Officer or Chief depending on the size of the
agency. I was hired (part-time) in October of
2018 after retiring as one of two training
officers with LFA. My primary responsibility
is to coordinate our hiring process for
volunteers twice a year. The application
process opens in December for our Spring
Academy and in June for our Fall Academy. I

personally hand out an application to each
person who is interested in volunteering so that
I can outline the process and clearly explain the
expectations. There are many volunteer
opportunities in our community, none of which
involves the time and required training to
become a volunteer firefighter. When someone
picks up an application, they will also do a
scripted 3-minute video interview on an iPad.
The team of evaluators reviews and grades the
application and 3-minute video prior to an oral
interview.
I also monitor our Facebook page and
post messages that include the current fire
danger, public education messages, incidents
that may impact the commute of our patrons,
and events related to LFA. I assist in
maintaining our district website (lanefire.org)
and make sure it contains current information
that answers most questions asked on
community social media pages. I also help to
facilitate our monthly board meetings by
monitoring the zoom meeting and the live
Facebook feed. I attend career/job fairs at the
local high schools and at schools in the
Eugene/Springfield area. I also participate in
Connected Lane County events, both for high
school and middle school students interested in
Career and Technical Education (CTE)
programs.
I sit on the Budget and Finance
Committee and the Awards Banquet
Committee. One of my other duties is to help
facilitate the scheduling and organizing of
crews to go on wildland conflagrations with
Lane County task forces.
Prior to my retirement, I was the Region 5
District Liaison Officer (DLO) for the
Department of Public Safety Standards and
Training (DPSST). I continued this volunteer
position after retirement and schedule meetings
with the Training Officer of each agency in
Lane County every three years in order to
accredit their training program.

Public Education in the Fire
Service and Lane Fire
Authority
By Lt. Tressa Miller
Currently Lane Fire Authority does not have
anyone officially assigned to Public Education
and Fire Prevention. Our ever-increasing call
volume has put high demands on responding to
emergency calls. This has led to temporarily
reducing our public education programs.
Instead, department funding has been
redirected to staffing our two main stations.
This is not to say we do not still have some
public education and fire prevention activities.
It means that those who did or are still doing
some of these activities have to do them on
their normally scheduled days off. We have
been able to continue holding CPR classes for
the public and organizations as well as attend
school and community events, but all have
been on a limited basis. (We understand it is
confusing when someone emails or calls to
schedule an event and are told these events are
limited to days I am not working.)
The classes and events are important to
our community and to Lane Fire Authority, but
emergency response has to come first. We
can’t have the person teaching the CPR class
leave during the middle of a CPR class or an
event. Thankfully the passing of the levy has
allowed us to have 1 more guaranteed

responder on each shift which now brings the
total to 2 responders at the Veneta station. We
still rely heavily on our volunteers to meet
acceptable response standards. We always need
volunteers.
What is public education? - No really,
what is it? It is what it sounds like and more. It
is CPR classes, it is fall prevention classes, it is
community relations, juvenile fire setter
intervention, public/ press information, visiting
classes in public and private schools,
community events, providing information, fire
station tours and all other community based
events that include the fire department. It is
driving the historic 1952 Mack fire engine in
parades. It is being the bunny for the egg hunt.
It is sitting in a dunk tank seeing who can
throw a ball at a target. It is the liaison between
cities and community groups. It is the arts and
crafts division of the fire service. It is
answering phone calls, messages, and texts at
all times of the day and night.
Why is public education important?
Reducing or preventing a devastating outcome
from an emergency pretty much sums it up. If
we can give you resources, skills, knowledge,
and the ability to help everyone obtain a better
outcome, then it is a win/win. Providing CPR
training to the general public has shown an
improvement in not just survival, but quality of
life for the survivors. Fire safety education
shows a reduction in structure fires and yet
cooking fires are still the leading cause of
house fires, so clearly we still have work to do.
We have learned over the years the easiest way
to reach the adults in the home is through the
children. They love seeing us at our fire station
or in their classroom. We teach them the
newest in safety or even the oldest and they
just can’t stop talking about it with you at
home that night and several nights after.

Fire Marshal &
Code Enforcement
Officer
By Dean Chappell
Codes and code enforcement are all about
public and firefighter life safety and the
primary responsibility of LFA’s Fire Marshal.
The Fire Marshal ensures the codes are applied
universally - whether they be related to the
width of roads (essential for emergency vehicle
access), electrical codes (to prevent fires and
electrocution), building codes (to reduce fires
and fire spread, collapse, other hazards),
plumbing codes (to prevent the spread of
disease by ensuring proper delivery and waste
systems), or building sprinkler systems (to
prevent the spread of a fire), etc.
A bit about my job: First and
foremost, I care about the people in our district
and their safety. Through education and code
enforcement my primary job is to ensure that
business owners have a safe place to work. The
way I look at it, the business owner and I are a
team and we work together to meet the
standards outlined in building and safety codes.
I’m an educator before I’m a prosecutor. If
there is a problem I work with the owner to
find a solution within the code requirements.
Why do we have fire codes? Fire codes
reduce risks of hazards to the property owner,
occupants, and to the firefighters. For example,
why must exits from public builds open
outward? It is because people panic when a
fire occurs and often run to exit doors to escape
the flames. Outward opening exit doors keep

the flow of foot-traffic clear. If the doors
opened inward, they could be difficult to open
and easily blocked by people trying to exit the
building.
Code enforcement is not the only thing
I do at LFA. I have been an EMT since 1980. I
also have certifications as an apparatus
operator and authorized to operate fire engines,
tenders, aerial apparatus (trucks with ladders),
and wildland vehicles. I am also qualified as a
Fire Ground Officer, wildland engine/crew
boss, and as an instructor.

Why do we have Codes and Code
Enforcement?
The National Fire Protection Association
(NFPA) publishes more than 300 consensus
codes and standards intended to minimize the
possibility and effects of fire and other risks.
NFPA codes and standards, administered by
more than 250 Technical Committees
comprising approximately 8,000 volunteers,
are adopted and used throughout the world.
Until the twentieth century, building
conditions in the United States were marked by
excessive use of highly combustible materials
put together without much regard for protection
of life or property from fire. Large individual
buildings housing vast combustible stocks
under one roof, lack of firewalls and vertical
cutoffs, wood shingle roofs, and other unsafe
factors that contributed to rapid spread of fires
were characteristic of the American building
construction.. In many parts of the United
States, seasonal droughts and high winds
aggravate fire conditions and result in area
conflagrations that contribute substantially to
national fire losses. Jurisdictions which invest
more in prevention activities have a relatively
low threat of fire incidence.
A good code enforcement system:
• Reduces risks of hazards.
• Provides improved fire-safe structures.
• Reduces fire exposure, when a fire does
occur.
• Minimizes fire death and injuries.
• Reduces hazards for firefighters, in the event
a fire does occur.
• Controls inherent hazards that cannot be
eliminated.
• Reduces workload of firefighters.
• Promotes a more stable community (jobs,
confidence, trust).
• Minimizes property loss (money).
• Minimizes fire insurance costs.
• Improves image of community.
• Maintains and improves community’s
economic structure.
• Increases community awareness of fire
safety.
• Makes code enforcement easier (previous
hazards violations).
• Balances the cost of fire protection between
the public and the private sector.

What’s it Like to be a
Volunteer in Lane Fire
Authority
By FF/EMT-I Mark Peabody
(Mark Peabody is a Firefighter
and EMT-I responding out of station 101 in
Veneta).
If you are receiving this newsletter, you
are probably in the 292 sq. mi. Lane Fire
Authority (LFA) district. You have probably
seen us at the site of motor vehicle accidents, at
wildland and structure fires, at your house, a
business or at a neighbor’s providing
emergency medical treatment and transport; or
assisting police, sheriffs and utility companies
during emergencies. If you call 911 and you
live in the LFA district, we are the people who
respond to your emergency. We operate 24
hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year in
any conditions. At almost every emergency we
go to, there will be volunteers on scene. You
probably won’t be able to tell the difference
between us and the paid staff because we are
all trained to do our jobs professionally.
Did you know that the first fire station
in American history was started and staffed by
all volunteers in the year 1736? Since that time
to the present day, volunteers continue to play
an essential role in the fire service. LFA relies
on and needs volunteers now more than ever.
Going back 50 or 60 years, every responder in
the LFA fire district was a volunteer. Back
then, it was you helping out your neighbors and
the community and was an important piece of
what it meant to be a member of the
community and an American. Today, things
are different. Towns are bigger, people are
working in other cities, most couples are both
working - sometimes more than one job.
Where people used to know all their neighbors,
now people are more isolated. Today, people
are too busy to volunteer or don’t know that
they are needed to help keep their community
safe.
Let me tell you that LFA needs
volunteers and that your service is both valued
and needed.
You should know that our volunteers
come in all shapes and sizes. We have men
and women, in LFA district volunteers and out
of district volunteers, younger people and older
people, people with firefighting or medical
experience and people without any experience.
They all play an important role in the
organization
So, What’ Is It Like to be a Volunteer?
I am one of the oldest volunteers in
LFA. I am 71 and have been volunteering for
almost 3 years now. I am an in-district
volunteer (meaning I live within the LFA
boundaries) and live about 3 miles from the
Veneta Station (101) located on Territorial
Highway. I work one 24 hour shift every 6
days. Because I am retired, I respond for the
entire 24 hours but volunteers with jobs
respond after work or when they can get to the
station.
When I moved to the Veneta area, I
didn’t know anybody and was thinking about
ways to get involved in some way in the
community when I saw a sign saying that LFA
needed volunteers. To be honest, I thought that
they might need someone to sweep out the fire
station, (something I’m very good at). When I
called and talked to recruiting officer, Mark
Boren, I was surprised that I had to do a panel
interview and if I passed that I would have to

do a fitness test and attend the LFA fire
academy. That was a lot to take in for me. For
one thing I was a retired school teacher,
administrator and musician - not great
qualifications for being a firefighter -- and
then there was my age. Still I thought it would
be a personal challenge and I would be doing
an interesting and important service. So I went
for it. I ended up graduating from the academy
and suddenly, I’m actually pulling shifts,
getting to know the firefighters, sleeping at the
station, getting used to wearing a uniform and
turnouts, and responding to calls. If you’ve
never been on an emergency call before, know
that it is both exciting and nerve wracking.
Responding in the middle of the night to a
structure fire, or medical emergency tests you
as a responder and as a person. Slowly, over
the months and the almost 3 years I have been
volunteering, I have learned how to be a
competent responder through experience,
training, and a desire to improve.
For me, my experiences as a volunteer,
even at my age, have helped me develop as a
person and will stay with me for the rest of my
life. I was lucky enough to be on shift during
our last great snow storm “Snowmageddin”.
Our tasks during and after the the storm
included clearing dead fall off of roads,
responding to emergency medical calls when
there was no electricity and many homes were
snowed in. I have responded through the entire
Covid 19 pandemic as my crew risks exposing
themselves and their families in order to help
the sick and alleviate their suffering. I have
been on wild fires and structure fires and
helped pull critically injured patients from
vehicles after traffic accidents. I have helped
the homeless and the elderly housebound who
have no one to help them.
Since being a volunteer, I have learned
and been certified to drive emergency vehicles,
learned how to put out fires, extricate people
trapped in vehicles, how to care for the sick
and injured, to manage traffic at an accident
scene, how to use many different kinds of tools
and gear, and work as a team during a crisis.
Beyond all the skills I have been taught, I know
that I have made the effort to make a difference
in my community.
So what is it like being a volunteer? I think
you know. Now it’s your turn.

The Process of Grant
Writing for Lane Fire
Authority
By Randy Wood, LFA
Assistant Fire Chief
Thank you, voters, for supporting the
Fire District. We obviously couldn’t do this
without you.
Our primary operational income source
is taxes of course. In addition to taxes, the
District uses “Grants” to offset some of the
expenses that we may not have enough funding
for or to help purchase higher priced items. The
purpose of this article is to, in a short format,
explain the grant process and to help the reader
understand some of the dynamics in play in
order to be considered for a grant award.
So you know, most, if not all grant
requests take place in a competitive style
atmosphere. An example might be that $1000
is the total amount being awarded and 15
agencies requested a total of $10,000 of
assistance. Somehow, the grant committee will
need to develop a system that will rank the

requests and award grants until the $1000 is
gone with everyone else getting a letter of
rejection.
When writing grants, one thing is very
important, “what are the goals and priorities of
the sponsoring agency or organization”. You
wouldn’t expect an agency that develops
vaccines to fund a grant that purchases fire
equipment. In that respect, each grant is
different. Writing a grant request with the
sponsoring agencies goals and priorities well
defined, as part of your mission, often helps to
secure funding. In other words, “How does us
giving you our money, help our cause?”
Most grants have a matching amount
that must be met by us -- usually a percentage.
Example: for every $1000, we cover 10%, here
the match equals $100. The usual amount is
25% of the total amount. Recently we
considered a grant request to build a new fire
station that had a match of 25%. The projected
build was $10 million and our match would be
$2.5 million. We simply don’t have that match.
Depending upon the sponsoring agency,
some of the grants require weeks or months of
research and data development to complete the
questionnaire, which can be anywhere from 1
to 50 pages long. There is no standard grant
form.
For many years, LFA has been very
successful with our grant requests. Past grants
awarded include new Self-Contained Breathing
Apparatus for our firefighters and a remodel of
Station 110 in Crow. This year, we’ve been
fortunate to receive grants for a new fire
engine, two ambulances, a type 6 wildland
vehicle, three new CPR machines and funding
to help pay for most of our personal protective
equipment related to the pandemic.
Without going back into the records to
research the exact amount, we estimate that
over the last six years grants have brought over
3 million dollars into the District. However,
just because we got a grant from “XYZ”
organization last year, doesn’t automatically
mean we’ll get one this year. Many grant
agencies prefer to spread funding among a
variety of organizations, including those that
have not previously been award grants.
Consequently, we are constantly on the lookout
for new funding opportunities.

My LFA Career as a
Firefighter and
Department Media
Production
By Capt. (Ret.) Stan Turner
For twenty-five years, beginning in
1995, I have volunteered as a firefighter and
EMT: First with Lane County Fire District #1,
and then after LCFD1 merged with Lane Rural
Fire/Rescue, with Lane Fire Authority.
Throughout that time I responded from the
Spencer Creek Station ultimately earning the
rank of Captain.
After retiring from the Eugene Public
School District 4J in 2001, I became involved
in producing and publishing the districtwide
newsletter, Flash Point, for Lane County Fire
District #1. (The name Flash Point was first
used by the Crow Valley Rural Fire Protection
District and reserected over when Crow Valley
merged with the Fernridge Fire Department to
become Lane County Fire District 1). When
Flash Point was first published by LCFD 1, it
was two to four pages in length, printed on 8 ½

by 11 inch paper, hand-folded and labeled,
taken to the post office in tubs and mailed to
about 5,000 addresses. In 2012, soon after
Lane Fire Authority was officially created, a
new publisher for Flash Point was found who
was able to print the newsletter on 11” by 17”
newspaper stock. Today Flash Point is sent to
over 16,000 addresses twice a year.
In addition to editing and publishing
Flash Point, I also became editor of an internal
newsletter for LFA members, titled Nozzle
News. It was published sporadically until
2017, when it became a monthly publication.
I’ve also produced training videos for the
department and an annual “Year in Review”
video. As the name implies, the video reviews
the
accomplishments
and
significant
developments within the department.
Over my twenty-five years of service I
have seen significant changes in the fire service
and within our department. Perhaps the most
notable is the decline in the number of
“neighborhood volunteers” - - individuals
living within the fire district willing and/or able
to find the time to train and remain active as
volunteer fire fighters. In order to adequately
staff Lane Fire Authority, it has followed the
pattern of a number of districts within Oregon
(and nationally) who solicit “out of district”
volunteers. Today, Lane Fire Authority is
divided almost equally between volunteers who
live within the fire district and those who live
outside (primarily Eugene). The expectations
as a volunteer firefighter in LFA have also
changed. Today a new volunteer must commit
to staff a twenty-four hour shift every sixth day
(with time off for work and school).
Consequently, today most new volunteers in
Lane Fire Authority are individuals interested
in pursuing a career in the fire service and
“neighborhood volunteers” rarely join. It is sad
to see a direct connection to serving one’s own
community wither, but it is the reality of the
time we live in.
This last December, at the age of 76, I
decided it was time to retire from firefighting
but continue to compile and edit Flash Point
and Nozzle News. Ultimately, being in my midseventies, I figured it was time to move away
from the duties of a firefighter -- while I was
still “fit and upright.” I miss responding to
most calls, but I am pleased that I’ve been able
to continue doing volunteer media-related work
for the fire district. It has provided me a way
to remain active with Lane Fire Authority. I
admit that nostalgia creeps in whenever I hear a
call come in over the station radio, but it’s also
reassuring to know that our well trained crews
are on their way to provide assistance.

Changes in the Fire Service
By Capt. Chris Staniak
Having been a member of
the fire service for the past 35
years, one question I am frequently asked is,
“How has the fire service changed?” As it turns
out, some aspects have changed a great deal.
One aspect in particular that I believe has
changed a great deal is that of the volunteers
themselves.
My name is Chris Staniak, and I’ve
been a firefighter for just over 35 years. I hold
the rank of Captain at Lane Fire Authority. I
began, as many firefighters do, as a volunteer
at my local volunteer fire department. In brief,
I was searching for a way to help those in the

community in which I lived and as a means to
honor the memory of my recently deceased
father who, along with my mother, stressed the
importance of helping others in need.
My firefighting career started in 1986 at
the Santa Clara Volunteer Fire District located
just north of Eugene. Virtually all of the
volunteers were men. The vast majority were
of middle age along with a collection of more
senior men who were all long timers with a
great deal of experience. It was not uncommon
to find the older members to have 15, 20, 30
and even 40 years of experience. Remember,
these were volunteers we are talking about.
They were NOT involved for the money.
Granted, the fire district was able to provide for
a small stipend to cover minor expenses, but it
was negligible to say the least. These folks
were here for the community, the camaraderie,
and maybe a little of the adrenaline rush that
comes naturally to anyone who purposely goes
head first into a burning building. The
volunteers were predominately family men
with a variety of occupations from farmers to
businessmen. They came from different
backgrounds and experiences but what united
them was that they were all neighbors, and they
were all dedicated to serving the community
they lived in. We were a close-knit group who
frequently broke bread together with our
families as well as sharing a couple of cold
beers together after a tough training drill. We
laughed at all the jokes and hung on every
word of the stories the old timers told us, even
if we had heard them many times before. I
couldn’t wait to have some stories of my own.
There is so much more to share about my early
days. They really were the best times of my
career which is saying a great deal because I
still love my job and am very fond of my coworkers, my friends, whom I work with today.
At some point in my time in the fire
service, I began to feel and see a change in the
volunteers who joined not just my department
but departments all over the State of Oregon.
The local, community-based volunteers, were
becoming more difficult to find. To address
this decline, many local fire agencies began to
utilize men and women from outside their
communities. All manner of programs began
that would see a volunteer, instead of
responding from their homes, responding from
the stations while they worked a volunteer
shift of 12 to 24 hours. What brought about this
change? That question is one that has been
debated for some time now. Some may say it
was a change in our society as a whole. People
just weren’t willing to help out others as they
had before,or possibly willing to put in the time
and effort to a very demanding volunteer
occupation such as firefighting. Our primary
careers required more time, our busy family
lives began taking more time, life in general
seemed to get busier and busier.
Time is an important factor. And as is
so often the case, in an effort to make an
inherently
dangerous
job
safer,
the
“government” and its agencies have done all
they could to create a safer working
environment for firefighters, volunteer and
career alike. Make no mistake about it, it is the
right thing to do. However, the increased
demands for better training and certifications
have undoubtedly created a burden on
volunteer agencies. That increased time
commitment has been a difficult obstacle to
overcome in the ability of volunteer agencies to
train and maintain a solid corps of volunteer
firefighters. These are just a few of the

possibilities as to why we now rarely see the
“traditional” volunteer, the volunteers I began
with in the 80’s. There are certainly other
theories that we’ve discussed “armchairquarterback style” while sitting around the
table. I believe it’s a combination of all or
some of the aforementioned theories along with
some others I haven’t touched on such as
working families or single parent families.
So how about the newer volunteers?
How do I see them as different relative to the
community volunteer I began with? Well, the
good news is, and I want to stress this here, the
volunteers of today are no less dedicated to the
fire service as their forbearers. However, there
are differences.
One significant factor that seems to
drive interest in volunteerism is an economic
downturn. When jobs start drying up, we
naturally get more men and women knocking
on the door looking for a career change. As you
can imagine, beginning a career as a public
servant for this reason is not often a good idea.
Taking a job as a firefighter, EMT or police
officer just for the sake of having a job without
that dedication to serve others can lead to early
burnout or apathy.
Another significant difference to me is
the length of service. The days of the long
term, local community volunteer, while not
extinct, are over. The volunteers of today are
nearly all young, bright men and women. They
are typically post high school students planning
on getting started soon with their fire or EMS
training. They have become interested in the
fire service via a friend, or a friend of a friend.
Whereas I have no doubt most are here to help
people, I believe they are also intrigued by the
decent pay and benefits that are now available.
However, there are not nearly as many jobs
available as applicants. Once these folks get
turned down a few times or discover that the
job is much more difficult or different than
they envisioned, instead of staying for many
years, many decide to try something different.
Consequently, the longtime volunteers of old
have become volunteers of 3 to 5 years.
Most significantly, we only rarely see
men and women who are “in the
neighborhood”. Our volunteer programs have
evolved over the years to bring in people from
all over the area. They are assigned a 24-hour
shift approximately once a week and we rarely
see them outside of that time. While there are
still volunteers responding from their homes,
we have far more of these out-of-district style
responders.
These are all significant changes that
I’ve seen over the years. Not all good but
certainly not all bad. We still answer the call.
We still get the job done. We have done a good
job rolling with the changes. As long as we still
have people willing to come in and help others,
we will continue to be here. I feel very
fortunate that I took that first step and was able
to make a career out of firefighting. It’s hard
work. It’s challenging. But its also very
fulfilling when you are able to help someone
truly in need. I encourage any and all to try
volunteering. If the fire service isn’t your thing,
there are many more opportunities out there
looking for your help. You never know where
it’ll take you.

Lane Fire Authority’s
New Resident Trainee
Program
By Capt. Katy Johnson
This fall, Lane Fire Authority inaugurated a
new Resident Trainee Program, developed by
LFA Captains Bob Colwell, Rose Douglass,
Katy Johnson and Chris Staniak. It was
developed after extensive research on resident
programs used by other Oregon fire agencies.
They adapted the components that best
matched the needs of LFA, developed a
detailed explanation of the program, and
established an extensive list of expectations
and benefits.
The purpose of the Resident Trainee
Program is “to provide educational and on the
job training experiences for individuals
wishing to pursue a career in Fire and EMS
while providing quality response to the patrons
of Lane Fire Authority.”
During the month of August, LFA
advertised the program and accepted
applications, and in September, three
candidates were selected. They will be able to
remain in the program for up to three years,
receive financial benefits including tuition for
approved classes, uniforms, meals, lodging and
cell phone reimbursement. In return, they will
be assigned to shifts and respond to calls,
which will add additional staffing, first to the
Irving Station and then to the Veneta Station.
The Resident Training Program will
accommodate up to a total six resident trainees.

Are You or Is
Someone You
Know in Need of
Help?
Within the area served by Lane Fire Authority,
there are a variety of social services that are
available to provide assistance to individuals in
need of medical help, food, assistance for
seniors, etc. To review a list of Lane County
agencies available for assistance go on line to
the Lane County’s Health and Human Services
Department:
(https://lanecounty.org/government/county
departments/health_and_human_services/
contact_us,)
In the area in and around Veneta and Noti,
there are two agencies that provide assistance:
Mid-Land Cares (541-935-4555) and Orchid
Medical (541-234-3255).

Mid Lane Cares
Inspiring Hope in Our
Neighbors
By Pat Coy
Mid Lane Cares, (MLC), (541-935-4555) has
been in existence since 1970. From our
humble beginnings we are now 10 programs
that serve one in four households in the greater
Fern Ridge area. Our service area covers 475
sq. miles which comprises the Fern Ridge
School District and C-A-L School District.
Our ten programs include: The Love Project
Food Pantry (and Gleaners group), the Sharing

Among Neighbors Toy Appeal (S.A.N.T.A.),
Silver Tree (helping homebound seniors
receive gifts at the holidays), Community
Garden, The Fern Ridge Service Center
(housing all our senior programs), Jim Petty
Youth Scholarship Fund, Rural Oregon
Accessibility Medical (ROAM) once per
month free medical clinic, Veneta Homeless
Advocacy Board (VHAB), and Emergency
Assistance. We have grown to be the largest
non-profit in the Fern Ridge area.
The Fern Ridge Service Center (FRSC)
houses many programs
and services. We offer
senior
lunches
on
Tuesday and Thursday.
By appointment: foot care , massage,
reflexology, and REIKI. We have bingo,
pinochle, Mexican Train, computer classes, and
Tai Chi. Also housed inside the building is our
Love Project Food Pantry, open for drive
through services Monday/Wednesday/Friday,
and Wednesday evenings. We are located on
W. Broadway, directly behind Dari Mart in
Downtown Veneta. Find us on Facebook (Mid
Lane
Cares)
and
on
our
website
Midlanecares.com. Our number is 541-9354555.

Orchid Health
Fern Ridge Clinic
By Bob Colabianchi, Clinic
Manager
Orchid Health Fern Ridge Clinic (541234-3255) is the newest clinic in the Orchid
family. It opened its doors on June 28, 2021.
Orchid Health was founded with the mission of
solving the problems and inefficiencies of
modern American healthcare, and to make sure
that no patient or community lacked access due
to the current system. Our founders, Orion
Falvey and Oliver Alexander spent years
working with a number of Oregon’s top
healthcare policy leaders, primary care
providers, and most importantly community
members themselves in order to improve the
health and well-being of all patients. They
create a model of health care based on quality,
compassion, and innovation. Orchid Health
offers comprehensive whole-person primary
care (physical and mental health) and
immediate care services to all ages in a
respectful and compassionate manner. We
provide an extremely professional yet local and
friendly environment for families and
individuals, whether you’re looking to improve
your health, alleviate negative symptoms, seek
a specialist consultation, or have any other
health questions. Orchid Health Fern Ridge is
open to all, regardless of insurance status or
ability to pay. We service both the community
and the school district. As a school-based
health clinic, Orchid Health offers free
pediatric and mental health care to the students
of the district. The clinic is working together
with Fern Ridge School District and tailoring
our services to meet school district needs,
working with the schools’ counselors and
nurses to provide continuity of care with
medical and behavioral health. Walk-in and
same day appointment availability, no out of
pocket costs for students, and youth-friendly
primary care and behavioral health providers
are helping to build trust with the school
district. We offer well child checks, lice
checks, vaccines, immunizations, sports
physicals, sex education, and other testing,

education and guidance on developing healthrelated services and policies. The goals of the
clinic at Fern Ridge will be to continue to
improve upon the health of the community and
lower health risk factors of the population we
serve.
By partnering with local organizations,
businesses, and community members, Orchid
Health gives back to their community through
partnerships, events, fundraisers, and donation
drives. Orchid Health Fern Ridge Clinic is
working together with the communities in our
service area to develop strong partnerships with
notable organizations and leaders in those
communities.

Additional Resources Near By
If you live within the Eugene area, there is an
extensive list of social services available. On
the Web, you can go to a list of over over sixty
government and private organizations that offer
assistance:
https://www.eugeneor.gov/DocumentCenter/View/32007/CitySocial-Services-List?bidId

Walton Rural Fire
Protection District
By Fred Scalise, LFA
Historian
(Editor’s Note: This is the sixth in a series of
articles written by Lane Fire Authority’s
firefighter and historian Fred Scalise who has
been tracing the origins of Lane Rural
Fire/Rescue and Lane County Fire District.)
Walton is a small rural community
located in the Coast Range mountains, along
Highway 126 approximately half way between
Eugene and Florence.
The mountainous area around Walton
was generally inaccessible, and there were
relatively few residents, prior to 1880. The
only way into and through the area was a
barely-passable trail along Wildcat Creek, and
a rudimentary wagon trail that approximated
the path of present-day Nelson Mountain Road.
Construction of a stagecoach road (at
the time called the Siuslaw Road) through the
Coast Range, between Eugene and Mapleton,
began in 1881. The new road more or less
followed the old Wildcat Creek trail to the
Siuslaw River, and opened the area for
settlement. James L. Atkinson opened a post
office to serve settlers along the new
stagecoach road in 1884. He registered the
name “Walton” with the U.S. Post Office, with
the name coming from Walton Creek that ran
nearby. [Walton Creek was named in honor of
Joshua J. Walton, a pioneer lawyer, eminent
County judge, and founding father of the
University of Oregon. The creek was renamed
Wildcat Creek in the early 20th Century]
By 1886, a regular stagecoach schedule
was being maintained between Eugene and
Mapleton, with stops in Elk Prairie (Hale
Valley, west of Noti) and at the Fowler
homestead approximately 2.6 miles west of the
Walton post office. (The stagecoaches were
open wagons in which benches had been
installed. Enclosed coaches, like those seen in
Western movies, were not used because they
were too tall to pass under rock outcroppings
that hung over various places along the road.)

The first church was established in
Walton in 1888, and by the 1890s, the town
had a general store (on or near the site of the
present-day Walton Store) and a school (Lyons
Grade School, District 118). Schools were also
established in nearby Globe (District 89) and
Chickahominy (District 120).
Walton acquired a measure of notoriety
when, on February 6, 1903, Lane County
Sheriff William W. Withers was shot in the
neck and paralyzed at a house in Walton while
attempting to arrest a wanted horse thief (Elliot
Lyons). He was carried back to the Hale
House stage stop (Hale Valley) where he died
the next day.
The Southern Pacific Railroad line was
extended west from Noti (Portola) in 1914.
Although the railroad followed Wildcat Creek
and the stagecoach road to Mapleton, no depot
was ever established in the Walton area.
For most of its history, the Walton area
was home to farmers and the men who made
their living in the rugged mountain forest lands.
The closest thing to industry in the area was a
sawmill that once operated in Austa, 6 miles
west of Walton.
Because of the area’s
isolation, residents in the Walton area were, by
necessity, self-reliant and self-sufficient. There
was no organized fire department in the area,
so if something caught fire, it was up to
neighbors, with maybe help from the Western
Lane Fire Patrol (a forest fire firefighting
cooperative funded by major timberland
owners) or a private timber company, to put it
out. For these reasons, when houses, barns, or
businesses caught fire (such as the fire that
burned the Walton Store to the ground in
1945), they were usually a total loss.
Automobiles became part of the local
landscape in the first quarter of the 20th
Century, although attempting to drive the old
stagecoach road in a rickety Model T was
probably nothing less than a harrowing
experience. A gasoline station was operating at
the Walton Store by 1925. Construction of a
roadway for automobiles, linking Eugene and
the coast, was started in the mid-1930s, but
suspended for the duration of World War II.
The roads through the Coast Range were so
bad that even as late as the mid-1940s, a trip
from the Walton area to Eugene was
considered newsworthy and often reported in
Eugene newspapers. Work resumed on the
highway after the war, and by 1950 had been
more or less completed from Eugene to
Richardson,
with
Mapleton
Mountain
remaining as the last barrier to overcome.
Through most of the 1950s, cars and trucks
were diverted at Richardson back onto
Stagecoach Road, and followed this narrow,
serpentine, and mostly unimproved roadway to
Highway 36 (Swisshome) in order to get to
Mapleton. The Knowles Creek Tunnel (later
renamed the Ralph A Petersen Tunnel) was
opened through Mapleton Mountain in 1957,
and final paving and bridge construction was
completed in the Walton to Austa section of the
highway between 1960 and 1963. The opening
of the modern Route F highway between
Eugene and Florence meant more traffic
passing through Walton… a lot more traffic.
In 1960, the owner of the Walton Store
reported that even before final work on the
highway was completed, the majority of her
gasoline sales each month were to “tourists”
traveling to and from the coast. With the
additional traffic came a dramatic increase in
traffic crashes… sometimes horrific crashes.
Without a fire department, local residents often

had to treat the injured, using whatever first aid
knowledge and skills they had, and then wait
(for what many times must have seemed like an
eternity) for an ambulance to eventually arrive
from Eugene.

Residents of the Walton area began
exploring the possibility of forming a fire
district in the mid-1960s, but encountered
significant resistance to additional taxes to
support this service. A proposal to create a
rural fire protection district was put before
local voters in 1973, and was soundly defeated.
Undeterred, fire district supporters later in
1973 formed a private, non-profit corporation
to govern a volunteer fire department that was
financed almost entirely by community
contributions, and the proceeds from fundraising spaghetti dinners and trap shoots. Two
military surplus (GI-chassis) trucks were
acquired: one that had been converted into a
fire engine (pump and water tank), and one that
had been converted to a 1,000-gallon water
tender. A surplus telephone company repair
truck was reconfigured to serve as a first aid
and rescue van. To assure coverage and bolster
response capabilities, the small department
entered into a mutual aid contract with
neighboring Elmira-Noti Rural Fire Protection
District.
Over the next 4 years, Walton area
residents apparently came to appreciate and
recognize the value of having a local fire
department, and in 1977 voted to create a rural
fire protection district.
Walton Rural Fire
Protection District, covering a 140 square mile
area along Highway 126 between milepost 23
on the west (Camp Lane), and milepost 36 on
the east (Cougar Pass on Badger Mountain),
became an official entity on December 5, 1977.
But, voters did not approve any tax funding for
the new district.
Bake sales, chicken
barbeques, chili dinners, turkey shoots, and
highway “safety stops” (coffee, donuts, and
baked goods aimed at getting donations from
motorists traveling along Highway 126)
continued to be the primary source of income
for the Walton fire department. It wasn’t until
May 1982 that local voters finally approved a
stable and predictable source of revenue for the
district, a $10,000 tax base.
A federal grant was secured to pay for
construction of a three-bay fire station, on land
donated by Hal Reno near the northwest corner
of Highway 126 and Nelson Mountain Road, in
1981.
Like many small rural fire departments,
the changing regulatory landscape of the 1980s
posed difficulties for the Walton district. There
were new minimum specifications for
apparatus (no more home-builts) and protective
equipment as well as minimum firefighter
training requirements, and emergency medical
provider training standards.
Firefighting
equipment now had to be annually inspected,
tested, and certified, and both firefighters and
emergency medical technicians (EMTs) had to
engage in continuing education and annually

demonstrate proficiency (requalification). This
meant both additional costs for the District, and
increased commitment from volunteers. The
ranks of the department began to dwindle as
many of the volunteers simply couldn’t afford
to give any more of their time. The final straw
came in the summer of 1986, when funds were
found missing from District accounts, and the
fire department was plunged into complete
disarray.
As reported in local newspapers, a new fire
chief, and a “scrappy band” of about a dozen
local residents, “resurrected their rapidly
deteriorating fire department” in early 1987.
New minimum training policies were
implemented and EMT certifications were
brought up-to-date. A core group of local
“housewives” was trained to be qualified to
provide daytime, work-week, response
capabilities.
Because of its location on
heavily-traveled Highway 126, the Walton fire
department became one of the first in the area
to receive specialized hazardous materials
(HazMat) training. The aging apparatus fleet
was upgraded. A 1975 Ford fire engine, and a
1957 GMC water tender, were acquired from
the Western Lane District of the Oregon
Forestry Department. A surplus ¾-ton 4-wheel
drive “quick response” vehicle (with pump and
120-gallon water tank) came from Elmira-Noti
RFPD. And in December 1990, Blachly-Lane
Electric Cooperative provided an interim loan
so that the District could purchase a 1979
Seagraves fire engine from the City of Eugene.
This allowed the two original GI-chassis trucks
to finally be retired while the district waited for
a zero-interest loan from the federal Rural
Electrification Administration to be finalized.

in 1989 by merger of Veneta RFPD and
Elmira-Noti RFPD) in 1993.
Fernridge RFPD merged with Crow Valley
RFPD to become Lane County Fire District
No. 1 in 1995. In 2012, Lane County Fire
District No. 1 and Lane Rural Fire / Rescue
completed a functional consolidation (and are
now looking to complete a formal merger), to
provide fire, rescue, and emergency medical
services as the Lane Fire Authority (LFA) to
almost 300 square miles of territory located to
the west, southwest, and northwest of Eugene.
Walton Volunteer Fire Department
survives (at least in spirit) as Station 106, the
western-most outpost of the Lane Fire
Authority, and continues to provide first
response to emergencies that occur along the
Highway 126 corridor west of Noti.
Fire Chiefs:
Walton Volunteer
Department (1977 – 1993):

Fire

Name
Dates of Service
Hal Reno - Dec 1977 – 1985
(also
served as chief of private Walton fire
department, 1973 – 1977)
Al Petersen - Nov 1985 – July 1986
Newt Megowan - April 1987 to Dec 1991
Michael Thompson - Jan 1992 to 1993
See something we got wrong?
Have
information or photographs that you would
willing to share? Let us know. Contact Fred
Scalise at omnicon_envir@hotmail.com

Flue Fire Prevention
By
Dean Chappell, LFA Fire Marshall
(Note: Our most common fire call during the
winter months is for flue fires—some leading to
major house fires. This article is repeated from
last winter as a plea to those who burn wood to
clean your flue at least once every year.)

Over the course of 20 years (1973 –
1993), members of the Walton Volunteer Fire
Department responded to numerous wildland
(brush and forest) and structure fires (including
the fire that destroyed the old Lyons Grade
School in 1992); an airplane that crashed into
the Schultze Creek gorge in 1987 (two adults
were killed; a 3 year old girl miraculously
survived and was rescued by Walton RFPD
personnel); a helicopter crash in 1991 (pilot,
injured logger, and paramedic killed); and
many, many traffic crashes along Highway
126. Two-thirds of the department’s calls each
year were for traffic crashes, the majority
occurring between Cougar Pass (milepost 36)
and “suicide curve” (milepost 34).
Despite everyone’s best efforts, there
was still fiscal reality to deal with. Operating
costs kept rising even though tax revenue was
fixed. The District reverted back to fundraising for a while, hosting BINGO games and
barbeques, but there just wasn’t enough money
to meet all of the needs.
By 1992, the District was fiscally
viable, but just barely. So, the Board of
Directors, recognizing that the District could
not survive at the current level of funding, and
that local residents probably would not support
a significant tax increase, approved the merger
of Walton RFPD into Fernridge RFPD (created

During the winter
months, flue (chimney)
fires are among our most
frequent calls, with some
leading to major house
fires. Flue fires are the
product
of
creosote
buildup within the chimney. When creosote
ignites, it often burns with an alarming "roar"
and intense heat that can damage the
flue/chimney. Chimneys made out of brick or
masonry can crack and significantly degrade,
opening spaces for hot gases and flame to
travel into attics and walls. Extremely hot
metal stove pipes can warp, separate at the
seams and rust rapidly, and like masonry
chimneys, can allow hot gases and flame to
travel into walls and attics.
If you have a fire in your chimney:
Get everyone out of the house, as fire can
spread with incredible speed. Call 9-1-1 from a
safe distance using your cell phone or from a
neighbor's house. Do not try to put out the fire
by pouring or spraying water down the
chimney. The sudden change in temperature
can
further
degrade
the
chimney.
After a flue fire, DO NOT continue using the
fire place or wood stove. Call a chimney
service professional to clean and inspect the
chimney as well as assess the damage. Your
chimney may need to be repaired and possibly
relined to make it safe for further use. Be
aware that chimney renovation can be
expensive. The costs may be covered by your

insurance company, but it would be wise to
check with your agent.
The anatomy of a flue
fire:

Masonry Flue found on many wood stoves
What is creosote and where does it come
from? Heated wood releases hydrocarbon
gases. When these get hot enough (about 1100
degrees F) they mix with air and catch fire.
When hearth or woodstove fires smolder,
unburned gases condense and deposit on the
stovepipes and the flue as runny acids and
liquid tars that harden into creosote. Both a
cool flue and steam from green or wet wood
encourage creosote buildup.
Creosote can appear as any of the following;
- a sooty powder
- a gummy mess
- a hard glaze
- or a deposit that looks like burnt
marshmallows.
A creosote fire can burn with such
blast-furnace intensity that it sets off this
frightening chain of events: Crumbling and
cracking mortar, balls of flaming creosote
shooting out of the chimney top and onto the
roof, clay-tile flue-liners cracking open,
stainless steel liners warping, buckling and
separating at the seams, masonry in the
chimney expanding with such force that
sections of the chimney blow out, flames
possibly spreading to the structure or roof of
the house (The wood framing in your house
doesn't necessarily need to be in direct contact
with fire in order to ignite, it just needs air,
oxygen and enough heat.)
A house may survive the first chimney
fire, but the intense heat has started
pyrolyzing* nearby combustibles, thus
lowering their ignition temperature. This makes
the structure very vulnerable to a subsequent
chimney fire. A fire damaged flue liner can no
longer safely protect either the chimney or the
house.
What is Pyrolysis:
Pyrolysis is
chemical decomposition caused by heat.
Severely pyrolyzed wood can ignite at only 2l2
degrees F, while it would normally have a
catch-fire temperature of about 500 degrees F,
before it had any exposure to intense heat.
Excessive creosote build-up is caused
by one or more of the following:
A flue too big for the
appliance it serves. Most
open fireplace flues are
too big to be used to vent
a woodburning stove or a
fireplace insert without a
liner. This causes a sluggish flue-draft effect
where gases expand to try and fill the space
then cool down too quickly, allowing creosote
to deposit on the chimney walls, where it sticks
much like thick glue.
Solution: Install a stainless steel liner
that is properly sized for the stove or fireplace
insert. A liner is required by many building
codes when installing a fireplace insert in an
open fireplace.
Poor woodburning habits, such as
severely limiting the air supply in a stove to
achieve an all-night burn can cause a sluggish
draft and a smoldering fire that doesn't get hot

enough to burn the volatile gases released by
the wood and creosote will form quickly.
Solution: Burn smaller, hotter fires
using seasoned firewood with a good draft.
Never air-starve the fire. This way, the heat
will quickly warm up the flue and increase the
draft, while volatile gases burn up in the stove
the way they should and your chimney will
have much less build up.
An oversize or outdated stove. When a
stove is too big for the space it heats, it's likely
to be burned in the closed down, creosoteproducing mode. Also, many stoves sold in the
70s and early 80s are now obsolete. They're not
as clean burning as the newer, UL certified
models designed to meet new emissions
standards.
Solution: Replace your old stove with a
new high-tech unit correctly sized for the space
you want to heat and matched with the proper
venting system.
A neglected chimney flue. Many of us
don't give our chimneys a second thought until
something goes wrong.
In addition to practicing good wood
burning habits, initiate a regular inspection and
maintenance program. Find an experienced,
certified professional to clean and inspect your
flue on an annual basis. If you clean your own
flue, do so practicing good safety techniques
for using ladders and climbing on roofs.
A Final Note: If you
are planning to install a
wood stove, please
note, stove and
chimney installation
are "NOT" home
handyman chores.
They call for
professional knowhow, special training,
technical expertise and familiarity with the
local building codes. Be sure to check with
Lane County on required building permits.
Installation that is done without official
inspection and permits will void insurance
coverage and most importantly can lead to a
tragic fire.

Carbon Monoxide
Detectors Save Lives
Carbon monoxide is a by-product of
combustion, present whenever fuel is burned. It
is produced by common household appliances
such as gas or oil furnaces, clothes dryers,
water heaters, ovens and ranges that use a
burning product. . A charcoal grill operating in
an enclosed area, a fire burning in a fireplace or
a car running in an attached garage also
produce carbon monoxide. According to the
Journal of the American Medical Association
(JAMA), carbon monoxide is the number one
cause of poisoning deaths in the U.S.A. It is
odorless and tasteless. If present, it can cause
illness and death. Making sure furnaces and
other potential carbon monoxide sources are
properly vented and in good working
condition, along with owning a UL listed
carbon monoxide detector, could become a
matter of life and death.What do you do and who
do you call if your carbon monoxide detector goes into
alarm?

First, immediately have everyone move to a
location that has fresh air. Do a head count to
be sure all persons are accounted for.

Second, check to see if your carbon monoxide
detector is signaling a low battery that needs
replacement.
Third, call 911 and ask for assistance.
Personnel and an apparatus from Lane Fire
Authority will respond and assess both the
occupants and dwelling.
Fourth, do not re-enter the premises until you
have been assured there is no longer carbon
monoxide present.

2020-2021 Winter Safety
Check List
Each year we publish a Winter Safety Check
List as an aid in helping you keep your home
and family free from harm. Please take a few
moments to review this list and take action
where needed.
Woodstove, Pellet Stove, Fire Place: If
you use a fireplace, wood stove or pellet
stove, have the flue cleaned annually
(more frequently if you have to burn
“green” or wet wood). One of our most
frequent calls in the winter is for flue
fires caused by creosote buildup in
chimneys and stove pipes. Such fires can
readily move into walls, ceilings, and
attics.
Smoke Alarms: Check your smoke
alarms monthly. If possible, vacuum dust
from the face and vents. Press the test
buttons to make sure they are functioning.
Alarms that are ten years or older should
be replaced with new units (some new
smoke alarms are required by law to have
batteries that last ten years). You should
have a smoke alarm in every sleeping
area on every floor. If you have smoke
alarms that are wired into the house
electrical system, change the backup
battery at least once per year.
Home Escape Plan: Develop a home
escape plan – every family member
should know two ways out of every room
and a safe place to meet outside. Practice
your escape plan at least twice a year and
make sure your smoke alarms are loud
enough to wake up the occupants of your
house.
Portable Electric Heaters: Make sure all
your electric portable heaters have 36
inches of empty space around them and
are attached directly to an outlet. Never
use extension cords with portable heaters.
Your heater should have a “tip over
switch” which shuts the heater off if it
falls over. Check the heater’s electric
cord for frays or cracks, and while the
heater is on, feel the cord to see if it is
getting hot. The cords should never have
anything on or over them. Overheated
cords are a common cause of fire. Never
use kerosene heaters, barbecues, charcoal
grills or camp stoves indoors as they can
produce carbon monoxide, a deadly
odorless and colorless gas.
Extension Cords: Inspect all appliance
cords for cracks and frays. Never run
extension cords under rugs or furniture.
Do not use extension cords for appliances
drawing heavy amounts of current. Make
sure the cord can handle the amount of
current demanded by the appliance.
Electrical Outlets: Make sure electrical
outlets are not overloaded.
Outlet
extenders that allow multiple connections

to one outlet can easily lead to
overloading.
Cooking: Always be cautious when
cooking. Stove-caused fires and burns
are more frequent in the winter months.
Use a lid to extinguish grease fires –
never use water!
Candles: Never leave burning candles
unattended. Use sturdy fire-proof candle
holders. Make sure all candles are away
from flammable material. Try using
“flameless” candles. They are scented
and flicker just like a real candle.
Holiday Lights: Use UL-approved
holiday lights, check them for damaged
cords and broken bulbs, and be careful
not to overload circuits—don’t connect
more than three strings on a single line.
Use small “twinkle” lights or LEDs.
They use less electricity and are much
cooler.
Christmas Tree: If you buy a tree for
the holidays, make sure it is fresh (the
needles should be deep-green and
flexible) and water it daily—a tree can
use more than a gallon of water per day!
Holiday Decorations: Keep holiday
decorations away from candles, holiday
lights, and other heat sources. If at all
possible, holiday decorations should be
non-combustible or flame resistant. In
homes with small children, take special
care to avoid decorations that are small,
sharp or breakable.
Avoid trimmings
that resemble candy or food as children
might try to eat them.
Gas/Propane Appliances: If you have
propane appliances, make sure they are
properly vented. Know the location of
the supply valve. If you smell propane,
do not operate any switches. Evacuate
your home and call 911 from a portable
phone.
Flammable Liquids:
Store flammable liquids in tightly sealed
containers, placed in a well-vented area
away from your home. Use all gas
powered tools and equipment out-ofdoors and make sure they have cooled
down before refilling or storing them.
Carbon Monoxide Detectors: Install a
carbon monoxide alarm if you use
propane, have wood-fueled appliances in
your home, or have an attached garage.
Fire Safety for Children:
Teach your children that fire is a tool
adults use for cooking and heating, not a
toy to play with.
Keep matches and
lighters out of the reach of children.
Make Backup Copies of Your Personal
Documents and Photos: Use your
computer and a scanner to copy precious
family photos and important documents
(deeds, birth certificates, passports, credit
card numbers, key phone numbers, etc.).
Transfer the scanned items onto a CD or
DVD and place the disc in a safe deposit
box or give copies to trusted friends or
relatives. You can also have your photos
transferred to discs at many photo outlets.
Assemble an Emergency Cache: During
the winter months, heavy winds, flooding,
and snow, often accompanied by lengthy
power outages, could isolate you and
your family for several days. Assemble
an “emergency cache” of food and
drinking water that could sustain your
family for three to four days. Also, make
sure that you have extra blankets or

sleeping bags, a first aid kit, a working
flashlight, and a portable radio plus spare
batteries.

Winter Driving Tips
By Barry Nelson, LFA Vehicle Maintenance
Department
The fall is an excellent time to do vehicle
preventative maintenance and pre-planning
before the rain and cold weather really set in.
Here are some things to think about:
Equipment: How long has it been
since the windshield wipers have been
replaced? What shape are your tires in?, Are
your tires suited to the type of driving you are
doing? How bright are your headlights? Are
the headlight lenses clean or are they
obstructed by dirt and debris? Are all of your
vehicles lights working, including those on the
instrument panel? Are your brakes working
normally or have they been grabbing
when applied? Are the seatbelts working
correctly or do they hang up and not release?
Check your mirrors. Are they cracked or water
spotted? Is your inside windshield clean or is it
dirty? A dirty windshield makes for glare from
oncoming driver's headlights.
Have you
checked to see if the vehicle you are driving
has the proper size tire chains and rubber chain
tensioners onboard?
Cold Weather Operations: If you
have ice on your windshield, use a spray on
type de-icer.
Using hot water on your
windshield is not advised as it may cause
cracking and can easily refreeze in very cold
weather. If you park outside in subfreezing
weather, pull your wipers off the windshield
and cover the windshield with cardboard or a
commercially purchased cover. Make every
effort to let your vehicle warm up before you
begin driving.
Storm and wind conditions: When
driving in windy situations, be extra cautious
about falling limbs and trees. If you came
across down powerlines, never cross them.
Call 9-1-1 to alert emergency dispatch of the
problem.
Flooding is a common problem is our
district's rural areas. Be extra cautious about
driving through flooded areas. It is easy to
hydroplane - your vehicle's tires actually ride
on top of the water, causing loss of traction and
control. The power of water running across a
road is often underestimated. Even at a depth
of four to six inches, a vehicle can be swept off
a road, depending on the speed and volume of
the water.
Driving in snowy conditions requires
extra caution. In addition to using chains or
good quality snow tires, the key is to drive
slowly and cautiously. You will need to be
constantly aware of your driving as well as
watch out for other motorists who may not be
as careful or experienced as you are.
Summary: There are many other
considerations when driving during our winter
months. My suggestions as a veteran mechanic
are based on common sense.
My main
message for all of our patrons, as well as for
our department members, is always do
preventative maintenance, be aware of your
vehicle's needs and always drive defensively.

Lane Fire Authority
Lock-Box-Program
In order to provide an efficient system for
access in emergency situations, Lane Fire
Authority recommends a Rapid Entry Box.
The rapid entry system is designed to help fire
departments and homeowners work together to
preserve lives and property.
Make sure the property is located in Lane
Fire Authority’s district. You can find this
information on your tax statement or our
map page (https://www.lanefire.org/districtmap). If you are unable to determine if you are
in our district, please call 541-935-2226 ext.
200.
HOW TO ACQUIRE A RAPID ENTRY
BOX: (Please note: Key box purchase and
installation are the responsibility of the owner.)
Step 1: Go to the Kidde/Lockbox Company
Website: https://lockbox.shopkidde.com, in the
upper right, select Sign-in or Create an
Account.
Step 2: Once you’ve logged in to their
website, enter Lane Fire Authority in the
organization/fire department search field.
Complete you lock box selection of the
SUPRASAFE 2HS Key Lock Box and
purchase (we will only accept the
SUPRASAFE 2HS Key Lock Box). Have
the box shipped to your location. The box will
be in the open position when you receive it.
Lock boxes come with mounting hardware.
Determine a location to mount the box that has
reasonable access 24/7 in any weather
condition i.e., near an obvious outside fire
department entry location such as front door or
gate post. Discuss any non-obvious location
with the fire marshal before installation
(deanchappell@lanefire.org).
Step 3: Mount box according to directions.
The finished box will remain open after
installation. Boxes should not be visually or
physically obstructed by landscaping or
architectural elements. After the box is
installed, please contact Lane Fire Authority at
541-935-2226 ext. 200 or by email at
juliemeriwether@lanefire.org so we can secure
keys or a card with the code inside the box. If
you
have
a
code,
please
email
deanchappell@lanefire.org with your name,
address and code and we will laminate a card
to be put in the box. The key that opens the
lock box cannot be duplicated by anyone other
than the manufacturer.
SupraSafe 2HS Key Lock Box
The SupraSafe 2HS is a large capacity key lock
box used by
first responders
for rapid entry,
emergency
situations. ULrated for attack
resistance, the
SupraSafe 2HS
features a steelwall
construction and
a spring-loaded lid to protect against the
elements. Choose from lock box models that
include tamper switches and specialized
locking mechanisms. Various SupraSafe 2HS
accessories such as mounting kits, lids,
and vaults are also available.

Are You Permitted to
Burn Vegetation
Waste On Your
Property?
1.
If so, please read the following:
Lane Regional Air Protection Agency
(LRAPA) Outdoor Burn Regulations:
2021-2022
If you live in an area that allows
backyard burning, always call LRAPA
before you burn to determine if it’s a
burn day: (531) 726-3976
On Page 12 of this edition of Flash Point is a
copy of LRAPA’s Outdoor Burn Regulations
for 2021-22. The following information will
guide the reader through the labyrinth of
definitions, rules and regulations, related to the
Burn Season and LRAPA’s Burn Regulations.
Much of this information, along with a
printable copy of LRAPA’s Burn Regulations,
can be found at our website: www.lanefire.org.
(On our Home Page, click Fire and Burn
Season Information in the menu on the left
hand side).
Please note: Lane Fire Authority does not write
the yard waste burning rules. They are created
by the Lane Regional Air Protection Agency
(LRAPA). We have printed copies of the
regulations, which need to be in the possession
of individuals who reside in an area of Lane
Fire Authority that allows backyard burning.
Please note: LRAPA determines if it is a “Burn
Day” and what can be burned.
● If you live within the Eugene/Springfield
Urban Growth Boundary outdoor burning is
always prohibited on lots smaller than 2
acres inside the Eugene Urban Growth
Boundary (UGB) and on lots smaller than 0.5
acre inside the City of Springfield and the
Springfield UGB. (These limitations are set by
LRAPA).
● If you live in the City
of Veneta, you may not
burn leaves, this means
needles or leaf material
that has fallen from trees,
shrubs, or plants.
●
Throughout Lane
County, you may not burn
garbage, plastics, grass
clippings, wire insulation,
asbestos-containing
materials, automobile parts, asphalt, petroleum
by-products, tires, cardboard, clothing,
petroleum treated materials, rubber products,
demolition waste, construction waste, animal
remains, or animal or vegetable matter related
to any food service or preparation, or any other
material which normally emits dense smoke,
noxious odors or hazardous air contaminants.
Please note: Throughout the State of
Oregon, you may not use a “burn barrel.”
● Before you burn, call the backyard burn
advisory line (541-726-3976). When you call
you will be informed whether you are allowed
to have a yard waste fire in your area, and
whether it is a “burn day” (i.e. fires allowed).

●
Have in your possession a 2020-2021
Outdoor Burn Permit issued by Lane Fire
Authority.
● Read and take all the steps necessary to
meet the requirements for burning.
Burn Season Vocabulary and Definitions
If some of the terminology related to the “burn
season” is confusing, the following definitions
may help you out.
-Fire Season is generally mid-June through
mid-October. During “Fire Season” burning of
material is generally prohibited. Depending on
the weather and other factors, the use of
outdoor machinery such as mowers, chainsaws,
and generators may also be restricted.
-Burn Season is generally mid-October
through mid-June. The decision on when Fire
& Burn seasons start is made by local state and
fire service officials.
-Recreational Fires, which constitute cooking
and warming fires do not require a permit as
long as these fires are on the property of the
legal occupant of that property or in designated
recreational areas (such as parks, recreational
campsites, and campgrounds) and the fire is in
a designated fire ring. A fire ring should not be
larger than 36” across with additional clearing
or space or green grass that has been mowed
short. Recreational fires can be initiated at any
time of the year providing there is not a ban on
fires. Woody yard trimmings leaves and grass
clippings shall not be burned.
-Commercial Agricultural Burning: Lane Fire
Authority has authority over burning of
vegetative material that does not fit either into
the Backyard or Letter Burn Permit categories.
A Commercial Agricultural burn is different
than a standard outdoor burn because the
volume of material is more than what could be
burned in a single day's burning, i.e., large
amount of windfall debris after a storm. These
fires are to be started on an approved burn day
and are allowed to burn continually until the
material is gone. Once the material is ignited
additional material may not be added. Lane
Fire Authority may inspect the piles to be
burned to ensure that the piles do not contain
any prohibited items or materials, and will
advise the responsible party of any additional
requirements, such as suppression equipment,
or vegetation clearing clearing. Note:
Commercial Agricultural Burns are for
downed, dead material, not live standing grass
or weeds. Safety Guidelines on this permit
must be followed. Note: Field burning is not
allowed under our Agricultural Burn Permit
even though it is an agricultural process. Field
burning is managed through the Department of
Agriculture under rules established by DEQ,
for fields that are registered by the grass seed
grower.
-Slash Burning is the burning of debris from a
logging operation in which the timber goes to a
mill. This land is usually replanted. Oregon
Department of Forestry (ODF) issues permits
for slash burning.
-Mowing: During fire season (generally midJune through mid-October), with exception of a
Low Fire Danger Level, mowing of dried
and/or cured grass is restricted at all times.
Restrictions and times are dependent on the

Fire Danger Level which will vary throughout
fire season. The culture and harvest of
agricultural crops is exempt from this
requirement. For mowing restrictions, go to
Lane Fire Authority’s website and click on the
Public Use Restrictions button located on the
left side of the home page. In addition, the Fire
Danger Level is posted daily on our HOME
page during Fire Season.
-Reporting Complaints: If you see a column of
smoke or flames near your location: Call 911.
If there seems to be a haze of smoke in the area
around your location, it is most likely drift
smoke from a wildland or field fire outside
your immediate location. Check social media
for information on smoky conditions.
If you suspect someone is burning slash
illegally within the Oregon Department of
Forestry's (ODF) protection area call 541-9352283. If it is within the urban growth
boundaries of the City of Veneta, call 911.
Why the restrictions? During the dry season,
there is the high risk of fire. During the period
between October and June, and from October
to June, burning restrictions are issued when
atmospheric conditions prevent smoke from
clearing out of the Willamette Valley
Please be aware: If you burn out-of-season or
on a non-burn day or if you burn illegal
material, you can be subject to a substantial
fine issued by the Oregon Department of
Forestry or the Lane Regional Air Protection
Agency. Finally, if you create and ignite a
burn pile, you are responsible for the
consequences if your fire gets out of control
and causes damage to the property it affects.

2021 Alarms
Jan. 1 to October 13, 2021: 5279

Flash Point is published semi-annually by
Lane Fire Authority.
Please direct
comments and questions to the Editor, Stan
Turner, by calling (541) 935-2226 or by
sending written comments to Lane Fire
Authority, P.O. Box 275, Veneta, OR 97487.
Flash Point extends sincere appreciation to
proofreaders Mark Peabody and Kathleen
Turner for their corrections and revisions
of the articles that are published in this
edition of Lane Fire Authority’s newsletter.
Please visit LFA’s website:
www.lanefire.org.

Lane Regional Air Protection Agency (LRAPA) Outdoor Burn Regulations

Call the LRAPA Outdoor Burning Advisory Line at
541-726-3976 each day before burning.
Select #5 for Lane Fire Authority’s area.
Valid between APPROXIMATELY October and June
Burn season is closed from APPROXIMATELY June to September
In accordance with the provisions of ORS 478.960:
 These regulations must be on the premises when burning activity occurs.
 These regulations are valid during the outdoor burn season. Although the season is defined as being from October to June, it
may be closed at any time when poor air quality or fire danger is present.
 These regulations only allows the burning of woody yard trimmings.
 Burn pile sizes must be no larger than 3 cubic yards. Multiple piles may be burned at one time.
 Allow a minimum of 50 feet clearance between burn piles and combustibles not to be burned.
 All outdoor burning shall be constantly attended by a responsible person at all times.
 Have water and tools available for controlling or extinguishing the fire.
 Follow the daily start and stop burning times.
These regulations shall be voided, and the holder subject to fines and recovery of expenses as authorized under
ORS 478.965, if determined to be burning contrary to authorized conditions and/or burning unauthorized materials.

Prohibited Burning
 Materials prohibited from being burned include: garbage, plastics, grass clippings, wire insulation, asbestos- containing
materials, automobile parts, asphalt, petroleum by-products, tires, cardboard, clothing, grass clippings, petroleum treated
materials, rubber products, demolition waste. Construction waste, animal remains, or animal or vegetable matter related to
any food service or preparation, or any other material which normally emits dense smoke, noxious odors or hazardous air
contaminants.
 Burning Leaves (within Veneta City limits) this means needles or leaf material which has fallen from trees, shrubs, or plants.
 Burning grass clippings is prohibited in Lane County.
 Burning in barrels is prohibited in Lane County.
If a fire burns out of control call 911 immediately
To report a complaint about burning, call the LRAPA complaint line at 541-726-1930
Safety Guidelines
Call the burn advisory line every day prior to lighting a burn pile. You may also check LRAPA’s web-site at
www.lrapa.org
Keep the yard debris pile dry by covering with plastic until ready to burn. Remove plastic before lighting.
Use small, dry wood to start a fire like one would for a camp fire. Add small amounts of yard debris to thefire, keeping it burning hot and clean with little smoke.
Never use flammable liquids to start a fire. Accelerants can be invisible until ignited, and explosive.
Maintain a safe area around the burn pile where children are not allowed.
Backyard Burning Regulations:
The Backyard Burning season is determined by both the fire service and the Lane Regional Air Protection Agency (LRAPA). LRAPA has determined that backyard burning will be allowed
between the dates of October 1 through June 15. The season can be closed on any day due to poor air quality or fire danger. The season is permanently closed from June 16 to September 30
due to an increase in fire danger. An LRAPA burn regulations sheet must be on the premises while burning backyard vegetation and you must call the Burning Advisory Line prior
to burning each day.
Slash Burning Permit:
This permit is issued by the Oregon Department of Forestry (ODF) to burn logging slash debris. Contact Western Lane ODF at 541-935-2283 for more information.
LRAPA Letter Permit:
This type of permit is generally issued for land clearing operations. These burn piles are often very large, and material to be burned looks like logging slash and will include stumps. LRAPA
performs a required inspection of the piles and often requeststhat the fire department accompany them for advice regarding any fire safety concerns. LRAPA will then issue a letter that
permits the type and amount of material to be burned, but the District issues the permit to actually burn the material. The letter permit usually has a termination date whereby if the material
does not get burned, then the responsible party will need to obtain an extension. These fires can be started on a sanctioned burn day and be allowed to burn continually until the material is
gone. LRAPA will advise the responsible party on methods to gain a rapid, efficient burn. Contact LRAPA at 541-736-1056.
A Burn Permit must be issued by the Fire District prior to lighting a land clearing, non-logging debris burn pile.
Commercial Agricultural Burning:
Lane Fire Authority has authority over burning of vegetative material that does not fit either into the Backyard or Letter Burn Permit categories. A Commercial Agricultural burn is different
than a standard outdoor burn because the volume of material is more than what could be burned in a single day's burning, i.e., large amount of windfall debris after a storm. These fires are
to be started on an approved burn day and are allowed to burn continually until the material is gone. Once the material is ignited additional material may not be added. Lane Fire Authority
may inspect the piles to be burned to ensure that the pilesdo not contain any prohibited items or materials, and will advise the responsible party of any additional requirements, such as
suppression equipment, or clearing.
Note: Commercial Agricultural Burns are for downed, dead material, not live standing grass or weeds. Safety Guidelines on this permit must be followed.
Note: Field burning is not allowed under our Agricultural Burn Permit even though it is an agricultural process. Field burningis managed through the Department of Agriculture under rules
established by DEQ, for fields that are registered by the grassseed grower.
Note: Slash burning is managed by ODF as a part of permitted logging operations. Burning is permitted under a forestrysmoke management plan and is exempt from the rules of
LRAPA.
Open Fires:
Recreational, cooking, and warming fires do not require a permit as long as these fires are on the property of the legal occupant of that property, and the fire is in a designated
fire ring. A fire ring should not be larger than 36" across with additional clearing space or green grass that has been mowed short. A cooking fire usually has a set-up for a grate or spit.
These types of fires can be initiated at any time of the year providing there is not a total ban of all fires imposed by ODF through a Regulated Use Closure, which is often imposed in the
dry summer months. Fire suppression equipment, such as anadequate water supply and shovel should be kept nearby and used to extinguish the fire when it is not in use.
Recreational, cooking, warming and ceremonial fires are allowed when set for recreational purposes on privateproperty or in designated recreational areas (such as parks, campsites and
campgrounds.

